
Conclusions 

The method was tested with several certified samples, such as fortified lake water, moreover,
figures of merit obtained are better than the previously described in bibliography.
In order to apply the methodology, several samples from sea, river, tap and well water were
studied. It was proven the utility of the method and recognised the difference of Cr between
surface and groundwater, being CrVI, the toxic specie the most abundant one in surface waters,
due to the oxidant atmosphere, being the method able to measure ultratrace levels.

Optimization and validation

Experimental (eluents and their concentration,
pH) and instrumental (flows, step times and
plasma conditions) parameters were optimized by
CCD.
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Background

Chromium appears at the hydrosphere
due to the tannery industry. In these
aquatic systems, CrIII and CrVI are the
species found, both of them with
opposites effects in human health. Cr VI is
a powerful carcinogen, so development of
new methods for the preconcentration,
speciation and quantification of these
species is essential for water health.

Methodology

In this work, a new online MSPE-ICP-OES method has been developed, employing a novel material:
M@GO-ABS, is magnetically confined inside a reactor (R), a pair of these are coupled to a FIAS valve,
designed for the sequential load and elution of both reactors. The selective elution is carried by NH3 as
the selective eluent for CrVI meanwhile total Cr is eluted with HNO3. CrIII is obtained by difference.
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ICP-OES results for the CrVI (yellow) and CrT (blue) employing the new developed method

M@GO-ABS
structure

FT-IR of M@GO-ABSTEM 0’2 µm
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Main risks
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Cr pollution from tannery1

New nanomaterial (patented by the investigation
team), M@GO-ABS is based in the coupling of GO and
MNPs, allowing a magnetic and simple solid phase
extraction. Moreover, sulfanilic acid is introduced in
order to provide better selectivity for Cr. The material
is characterized by TEM, SEM, IR, MS, XPS, CHN and
adsorption isotherm.

This way, a new, fast, automatic, sensitive, simple and
economic method has been obtained for the Cr
speciation, based on the eluents selectivity and the
novel nanomaterial M@GO-ABS2. Furthermore the
extraction yield of the nanomaterial, becomes it
promising for water remediation and it is currently a
via on study.
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